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Woodson, Smith learning together with Hawks

By Steve Hummer 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

9:57 a.m. Saturday, January 9, 2010

Here is a different view of the Mike Woodson-Josh Smith dynamic, often cast as a cola-meets-paint-shaker

kind of relationship.

Yes, coach and player have had their blow-ups over the last five-plus seasons. They are, after all, two

emotional sorts whose fortunes are married. So why not behave like any other couple?

But as Woodson has told his young star and now tells us, there always has been a baseline of affection

beneath the turmoil.

Go over to the coach's house — hypothetically, this is not an actual invitation. Peek into his office. Know

what you'll find?

"The only picture you're gonna see in there is of Josh Smith [it's one of Woodson hugging Smith,

nicknamed J-Smoove]," the Hawks head man said.

"Why? Because he started with me from scratch and he's still hanging in there with me. He probably caught

more hell than any player I've coached. Smoove's still with me; and his picture has been there for the last

two years."

They cuss and fuss, you see, because they care.

Starting together

They arrived at the Hawks pretty much simultaneously in 2004 - Woodson, the first-time head coach of a

team that would win but 13 games that season; and Smith, the home-grown mercurial talent who, at 18,

would be playing his first NBA game.

"Me and him, we have been here the longest, been here a long time," said Smith, sounding like an old soul

at 24. "We both came in as rookies at our position. I've grown as a leader and a player on and off the

court, and I think he has grown as a coach."

Certainly, Smith has caught all shades of grief from Woodson, the Bobby Knight disciple. The friction of

coach pushing and player pushing back has been considerable and sometimes public. Smith was

suspended after an in-game confrontation with Woodson in 2007 and benched following a halftime blow-up

as recently as March 2009.

Even as the Hawks prepared for the postseason last year, questions arose as to whether the two could
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coexist. Smith insists to this day, "That situation got blown up out of proportion, [like it was] either I go or he

goes. It was never anything like that."

Here we are now, Woodson working without the net of a contract extension, largely dependent upon

Smith's ability to help lift the Hawks to yet another level.

Smith has the built-in hometown appeal (one of his big nights out last week was to go to a high school

game at Walton in his native Cobb County). And his gift of elevation suggests to fans that the moon should

be within his reach.

Because of Smith's unique skill set he is the man upon whom so many Hawks hopes rest, even for all of Joe

Johnson's savvy and Al Horford's exuberance.

Smith can fill a stat sheet like no other Hawk. If he could bump up his points-per-game average just four

spots he would rank in the top 50 in the NBA in such disparate categories as scoring, rebounding, assists,

steals and blocks. Only Cleveland's LeBron James can claim that kind of across-the-board presence.

Because of his history, Woodson insists that "Smoove, as far as I'm concerned, is the most respected guy

on this team in terms of all the things he's put up with, in terms of learning how to get to this point" with his

game.

Yet, it remains a volatile skill set, one that neither Woodson nor Smith has completely harnessed.

The young star's intentions were clear in the first month of this season, when he approached a Hawks high-

flyer from another era, Dominique Wilkins, with a question. A question of only a few words, but hardly a

simple one.

How do I become an All Star?

Having been part of the warm-up act as a former slam dunk champion, Smith wants to join the big show.

And Wilkins, who sees much of his young self in Smith, mostly reinforced the advice that coaches had been

heaping on him the last five seasons with varying success.

"I told Josh," said Wilkins, "the first thing you got to do is get to the basket. Then play under control. Don't

settle for the 3-pointer. And keep playing defense on such a high level. Then you will be an All Star."

"I told Josh, 'Only you can stop you.' "

Kind of the same response that came from teammate Johnson when asked how close Smith is to All-Star

caliber: "He'll get as close as he wants to be. Josh will determine that."

Growing pains

It has been an Atlanta tradition since 2004 to constantly measure the growth of the Hawks' man-child. The

results vary slightly according to the method used. It is an imprecise science, but one that ultimately may

decide the course of this and many seasons to come.

One measure, for example, is the Steve Holman Exasperation Index. How many times will the team's
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longtime radio announcer lower his voice to a dispirited monotone whenever the young forward takes an ill-

conceived shot or gets tangled up in a wrong emotion?

Significantly fewer these days, Holman happily reported: "Probably now about once every five games, as

opposed to an average of 2.5 to three times every five."

One reliable method is the 3-Point Shot Formula. It states the health of the Hawks is inversely

proportionate to the number of times Smith lofts a shot from behind the arc. He has done that but three

times through 34 games entering Friday — all with a dying clock dictating a desperation shot. It's a pace

drastically down from the 87 he took last season, the 99 the season before that and the 152 in 2006-07.

Ideally, Woodson would like his team to average around 16 3-point shots a game. Ideally, Smith would be

taking around none of those.

"We have other players who can shoot the 3s," the coach said.

That arc is a temptress, though, a siren that constantly pulls at a player like Smith. Don't think he has given

up on the 3-pointer — it's merely shelved temporarily while under repairs.

"It's definitely tempting," Smith said. "The momentum change [the 3-pointer provides] is kind of like a dunk.

It's like the home run. But you have to be mentally strong to know that you can't get it all back in one shot.

"I got them all out of my system in the summer. I'd play these different games, shoot 'em then and come in

here with a different mind-set, to do what the team needs me to do."

Physically, Smith has added upper body strength without sacrificing raw athleticism, becoming a "true

power forward," said Hawks GM Rick Sund.

Emotionally, he still is working on installing the damper switch. Smith also is among the league leaders in

one other category — technical fouls — tied for fourth most in the league this season (seven) entering

Friday. He has one ejection.

"I've told him" his emotional nature "is a strength of his that really gets him going," Sund said, "but it can

also be a detriment like the New York game [ejection]."

"He's emotional in all aspects, whether it's a referee's call, whether it's a teammate making a great play,

whether it's a mistake on his part. I think he's doing a great job controlling that — as we all do as we get

older."

Sund said he spends little time sweating the state of affairs between Smith and his coach.

"I heard all those things when I came in here [in 2008], probably more from the national media than anyone

else. I haven't seen it as a problem," he said.

For the drama and the emotional whiplash that has occurred between coach and player, there is for

Woodson one bottom line: "He came here and we tried to coach him; that's all we ever tried to do. And

we're going to continue to do that as long we're here together. He has improved every year, and our team

has gotten better for it.
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"Smoove's game has come so far. He's learned time-score situations. He's learned how to manage the

basketball game. When he's doing that, that makes us pretty good."

Following such a blizzard of kind words, one wonders if Smith will match his coach's gesture and perhaps

place a portrait of Woodson somewhere in his own home. If not in an office, perhaps over the mantle, or on

the bedstand.

"No, nothing like that," laughed Smith.

He still needs a little more time to commit.
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